
LONDON: Oil prices continued to slide on
Thursday on demand concerns as China, the world’s
second-largest economy and the top importer of
fuel, went on enforcing strict COVID-19 related
restrictions amid an increase in the number of infec-
tions in the country. 

Meanwhile, global stock markets sank Thursday,
propelled by rampant inflation and growing reces-
sion fears. Frankfurt, London and Paris equities each
slid about 1.5 percent. That followed losses across
Asia as investors braced for more interest rate
hikes, which seek to quell runaway inflation yet
could derail economic activity.

Brent was trading 1.79 per cent lower at $93.93 a
barrel at 12.32pm Kuwait Time on Thursday. West
Texas Intermediate, the gauge that tracks US crude,
was down 1.70 per cent at $88.03 a barrel. 

Traders will be closely watching next week’s
OPEC+ meeting after Saudi Energy Minister Prince
Abdulaziz bin Salman said last week that the group,
consisting of the world’s top producers, would cut
production if required to counter the volatility in oil
prices. Soft demand is likely to encounter tighter
supply, and this means that in the coming days, oil
prices are likely to climb with the new norm
between $90 and $100, he said.

Recession fears are also growing around the
globe amid higher inflation, the pandemic and the
Ukraine conflict. The International Monetary Fund
lowered its growth forecast for the global economy
to 3.2 per cent this year, from its previous projec-
tion of 3.6 per cent in April, owing to the Ukraine
war and the slowdown in China.

The OPEC+ alliance of 23 producers, including
Saudi Arabia and Russia, will meet on September 5
to decide on its future output policy. Oil prices have

been extremely volatile this year. Brent rose by
more than 20 per cent since the start of the year,
having fallen from a 14-year high when it was within
touching distance of $140 a barrel in March after
Moscow’s invasion in Ukraine began, resulting in
sanctions being imposed by the US and the UK on
crude imports from Russia. 

Europe’s stocks also fell Wednesday as record-
high eurozone inflation fuelled fears that borrowing
costs are set to climb even higher, as the region
faces rocketing winter energy costs due to Russia’s
war on Ukraine. The European Central Bank will
announce its latest monetary policy decision next
Thursday, after delivering its first rate hike in a
decade in July.

“Markets remain unable to snap their recent los-
ing streak, with investors still positioning for
tougher times ahead,” said Interactive Investor ana-
lyst Richard Hunter. “Central to current concerns
are recessionary fears in the US and a beleaguered
China. “With the world’s two largest economies
under pressure, the immediate outlook is poor.”

Asian equities weakened further Thursday as
traders continued to digest shrinking factory activi-
ty in powerhouse economy China. Shanghai also
dropped after news that the Chinese city of
Chengdu would effectively lock down around 16
million people in a bid to contain a COVID-19 out-
break, likely dealing another blow to a stuttering
economy. Wall Street slid Wednesday as Treasury
yields — a key gauge of future interest rates —
rose further, as a broadly healthy report on US pri-
vate jobs showed there was room for the Federal
Reserve to continue tightening monetary policy.

Another top Fed official signaled the bank was
determined to keep lifting borrowing costs, mirror-

ing recent comments by the US central bank’s head
Jerome Powell that there would be no let-up in the
fight against inflation. US interest rates are currently
at 2.25-2.5 percent, and there is a growing expecta-
tion they will be hiked by a bumper 75 basis points
for a third successive meeting later this month. A
government jobs report Friday will be closely

watched by traders hoping for an idea about the
next move by the bank. The prospect of more US
rate hikes continued to push the dollar higher, with
140 yen within reach for the first time since 1998.
The greenback was also at its strongest level
against the pound since the height of the pandemic
in 2020, with sterling buying less than $1.16. —AFP
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TOKYO, Japan: An electronic quotation board displays the share price of the Tokyo Stock Exchange (top right) at a
foreign exchange brokerage in Tokyo on September 1, 2022. —AFP
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Oil prices continue to decline 
amid global recession fears

Stocks selloff intensifies as investors brace for more rate cuts

Yellen ‘optimistic’ 
on deal to set price 
cap on Russian oil
WASHINGTON: US Treasury Secretary Janet
Yellen said Wednesday she was “optimistic” about
the possibility of an international agreement to set a
price limit on Russia’s oil exports. “I’m really opti-
mistic about the substantial progress that’s been
made by our teams and the entire G7 for making the
price cap a reality,” Yellen said.

The US official met with her British counterpart,
Chancellor of the Exchequer Nadhim Zahawi, and
noted that “the United Kingdom has been a key ally
in the G7’s work to put in place a price cap on
Russian oil.” The leaders of the Group of Seven
advanced nations agreed in late June to work
towards implementing the ceiling on crude sales, to
choke off Moscow’s war chest, as well as bring
down global energy prices.

Yellen said the goal is to deny Vladimir Putin the
funds to continue the war in Ukraine and to prop up
the Russian economy. A G7 official late last month
explained that the maximum price would remain
above the cost of the production, so it would not
make economic sense for Moscow to deny oil to
importing countries.

“We know that there’s a great deal of room
between the price of production, and what Russia is
making today,” the official told reporters, noting the
goal is to “create economic incentives for Russia to
continue to produce oil, but at the same time, deny
them the excess revenues.”

The official acknowledged that the plan must be
finalized by December 5, when a European ban will
take effect on insurers and reinsurers covering
Russian oil transport.

Washington is seeking an “exemption” from
the insurance ban for any oil sold below the price
cap. The challenge is to get as many countries as
possible to agree to the cap, and the issue is
expected to be a key topic for discussion by
leaders at the G20 summit in Bali on November
15 and 16. —AFP
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Britain’s house 
prices cool amid
high inflation 
LONDON: Britain’s house prices cooled only
slightly last month, a key survey showed Thursday,
but remain vulnerable to rising interest rates and
the cost of living crisis.

The average value of a home in Britain rose 10
percent to £273,751 ($318,627) in August from a
year earlier, home-loans provider Nationwide said
in a statement.

Annual growth remained in double digits with the
average property costing £50,000 more than two
years ago. Yet that marked a modest slowdown from
11-percent expansion in July.

Nationwide warned the housing market would
slow further on soaring domestic energy bills and
rising interest rates. “There are signs that the hous-
ing market is losing some momentum, with survey-
ors reporting fewer new buyer inquiries in recent
months and the number of mortgage approvals for
house purchases falling below pre-pandemic lev-
els,” said Nationwide economist Robert Gardner.

“We expect the market to slow further as pres-
sure on household budgets intensifies in the coming
quarters, with inflation set to remain in double digits
into next year.” Consumer price inflation rocketed in
July to a 40-year peak of 10.1 percent, worsening a
cost-of-living crisis as Britain faces the prospect of
recession. Goldman Sachs analysts have forecast
inflation could hit 22.4 percent next year under a
worse-case scenario, if domestic energy prices
continue to rocket.

The Bank of England last month hiked rates by
0.5 percentage points, the biggest hike since 1995,
taking borrowing costs to 1.75 percent as it sought
to tackle runaway inflation. Rising interest rates
drive up mortgage repayments for households but
boost savers.

Meanwhile, UK household incomes are set to fall
10 percent in real terms in the next two years in the
steepest such drop for a century, an influential think
tank forecast Thursday. Inflation is currently at a
40-year high of 10.1 percent with dire predictions
that rates could climb to 18 percent or more next
year due to soaring energy tariffs. The Resolution
Foundation, which focuses on improving living stan-
dards for low and middle-income families, published
projections that median real household incomes will
fall 10 percent between 2021-22 and 2023-2024.
That equates to a loss of £3,000 ($3,475).

It blamed “global supply shocks and war in
Ukraine” but also low productivity and earnings
growth over the last decade. The drop in real
income “is likely to be the worst for at least a centu-
ry”, the report said.

“With high inflation likely to stay with us for
much of next year, the outlook for living standards
is, frankly, terrifying,” said one of the report’s
authors, Lalitha Try. The finding comes as politicians
vying to be the UK’s next prime minister, face

mounting pressure to come up with sweeping plans
to help ordinary families. Frontrunner Liz Truss
wrote in The Sun newspaper that she would offer
“immediate support”, without giving details.

The Resolution Foundation is urging the new
government, which will be announced next week, to
implement policy change, proposing a lower “social
tariff” for the most vulnerable.

The foundation said the predicted drop in real
spending power “looks likely to be the worst fall in
100 years”, worse than seen in the 1970s or during
World War II. It warned of a “grim winter”.

The drop comes as the average gas and electrici-
ty household bill is projected to go up from £1,500
in 2021-22 to £3,750 in 2022-23, the foundation
said, although many households spread heating
costs over the year. Its forecast finds that some
recovery is likely 2024-2025 but not enough to
compensate for income losses since 2019-2020. The
number of those living in “absolute poverty” is pro-
jected to rise by 3.1 million to over 14 million people
by 2024. —AFP

Unemployment 
in eurozone at 
historic low
BRUSSELS: Unemployment in the euro-
zone stood at its lowest recorded level in
July, 6.6 percent of the active population, the
EU statistics agency announced Thursday.
The proportion of job hunters in the single
currency bloc was reported at the same level
in April, May and June, but Eurostat has
since revised its figures slightly.

Eurozone unemployment has fallen from
7.7 percent a year ago, with an estimated
12.96 million out of work in the full 27-
nation EU. In the EU as a whole, including
countries that have not adopted the euro,
June unemployment stood at 6.0 percent,
also a slight drop after a revision.

Youth unemployment, job seekers under
25, ticked down slightly between June and
July, to 14 percent in the EU and 14.2 per-
cent in the eurozone. 

Meanwhile, the president of Germany’s
powerful federal central bank, Joachim
Nagel, immediately declared that the ECB
should plan for a “strong rise in interest
rates for September”.

“Otherwise, inflation expectations could
become permanently entrenched above our
target of two percent,” he warned. The
headline rate has been rising since
November 2021, amid global supply chain
stresses. War erupted in Ukraine in
February and the European summer was
marked by a drought that helped force up
food prices.

The ECB is expected to raise interest
rates at its next meeting on September 8,
after first increasing them in July for the first
time in a decade. Rates had been kept low
as Europe emerged from its coronavirus
slump. France, which has moved to cap
energy prices saw the lowest rate within the
eurozone, with 6.5 percent in August,
according to Eurostat.

But powerhouse Germany was high on
8.8 percent, Italy saw nine percent and
Spain 10.3. Russia’s neighbors on the
Baltic, Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia suf-
fered the most, at 25.2 percent, 21.1 and
20.8 respectively. Economist Jack Allen-
Reynolds of Capital Economics warned
that the eurozone inflation rate could hit 10
percent by the end of the year, even if the
bank hikes rates.

“The balance of probabilities is shifting
towards a 75 basis points hike next week,”
he said. The ECB raised rates by 50 basis
points in July, from a zero interest rate to
0.5 percent. —AFP


